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MEMORANDUM

From: Steven B. Steinborn

Veronica Colas

Samantha Dietle

Date: May 9, 2017

Re: FDA Extends Compliance Date for Menu Labeling Final Rule

On May 1, 2017, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued an interim final rule (IFR)

extending the compliance date for the final rule on menu labeling by one year, to May 7, 2018. 1/

FDA is also seeking comment on how FDA “might further reduce the regulatory burden or increase

flexibility while continuing to achieve our regulatory objectives to provide consumers with nutrition

information so that they can make informed choices for themselves and their families.” Interested

parties affected by this rule should consider the comment period an opportunity to highlight for FDA

specific requirements that are difficult to implement or otherwise unduly burdensome. This

memorandum provides brief background on the rule and its implementation, followed by a summary

of the issues on which FDA is seeking comment.

Background on the Menu Labeling Rule and Implementation

The menu labeling final rule requires nutrient disclosures by restaurants or similar retail food

establishments that are part of a chain with 20 or more locations doing business under the same

name and offering for sale substantially the same menu items. In particular, covered establishments

must (1) provide calorie information on menus and menu boards, as well as on signage for foods on

display and self-service foods, (2) post a “succinct statement” that puts the calorie disclosures into

the context of a daily diet, as well as a statement indicating additional nutrition information is

available upon request; and (3) provide such additional nutrition information for certain nutrients

other than calories. 2/

1/ The interim final rule is currently available for public inspection, and is set to be published in
the Federal Register on May 4, 2017. The pre-publication version is available at
https://s3.amazonaws.com/public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2017-09029.pdf.
2/ 21 CFR § 101.11. See HL Memo – FDA Issues Final Rules Requiring Nutrition Labeling for
Menus and Vending Machines, December 3, 2014.



The compliance date has been subject to a great deal of revision. 3/ On December 18, 2015, the

Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2016 was signed into law, which contained a provision that none

of the funds made available under the Act could be used to implement, administer, or enforce the

menu labeling final rule until the later of December 1, 2016, or 1 year after the date FDA publishes

its final guidance document on menu labeling final rule. FDA published its final guidance document

on May 5, 2016, 4/ and set the compliance date for the rule as May 5, 2017. 5/ FDA confirmed the

May 5, 2017 compliance date in a Federal Register notice on December 30, 2016. 6/

Justification for the Interim Final Rule

The immediate impact of the IFR is that it extends the compliance date for the menu labeling final

rule for another year, until May 7, 2018. However, the IFR goes beyond extending the compliance

date by signaling that the agency is reconsidering “fundamental questions and concerns” raised by

the final rule. FDA explains in the preamble of the IFR that the agency is taking this action

consistent with Executive Orders (EOs) 13777, 13771, and 13563, 7/ as well as in response to the

issues raised by affected stakeholders.

Based on the principles set forth in these EOs with respect to reducing burdens, reducing costs,

maintaining flexibility, and improving effectiveness, FDA is soliciting comments in order to consider

what opportunities exist to address the questions raised by stakeholders, reduce the cost of the final

rule, and enhance the rule’s flexibility. FDA explains that the questions raised about the final rule

suggest that “critical implementation issues, including some related to scope, may not have been

fully understood, and the agency does not want to proceed if we do not have all of the relevant facts

on these matters.” The agency also states, “We do not want to proceed with a rule that might turn

out to be too inflexible to support innovation in delivering information to consumers.”

FDA is also seeking comments on the issues that have been identified as posing significant

implementation challenges by affected stakeholders. Specifically, FDA is seeking comments on

ways to reduce the regulatory burden or increase flexibility of the menu labeling final rule with

respect to:

 Calorie disclosure signage for self-service foods, including buffet and grab-and-go foods;

 Methods for providing calorie disclosure information other than on the menu itself, including

how different kinds of retailers might use different methods; and

 Criteria for distinguishing between menus and other information presented to the consumer

3/ The final rule was published on December 1, 2014, with an initial compliance date of
December 1, 2015. In July 2015, in response to requests from affected stakeholders, FDA extended
the compliance date to December 1, 2016.
4/ See Guidance for Industry: A Labeling Guide for Restaurants and Retail Establishments
Selling Away-From-Home Foods – Part II (Menu Labeling Requirements in Accordance with 21 CFR
101.11), available at
https://www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceRegulation/GuidanceDocumentsRegulatoryInformation/ucm4619
34.htm.
5/ 81 Fed. Reg. 27067 (May 5, 2016).
6/ 81 Fed. Reg. 96364 (Dec. 30, 2016).
7/ Executive Order 13777 (“Enforcing the Regulatory Reform Agenda”) and Executive Order
13771 (“Reducing Regulation and Controlling Regulatory Costs”) were issued as a part of President
Trump’s regulatory reform initiatives. Executive Order 13563 (“Improving Regulation and Regulatory
Review”) was issued by President Obama in 2011.



Comments are due on July 3, 2017.

* * *

We will continue to monitor the implementation of the Menu Labeling Rule. If you have any

questions, or are interested in submitting comments, please do not hesitate to contact us.
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